
SPEECH FOR 5TH OF NOVEMBER AT SEAFARERS MISSION. 
SLOW FOOD AND LOCAL FOOD 
 
EKTOO KHAO BHALO KHAO 
<Eat less and eat better> 
 
Hello folks, 
I am really thankful to get an opportunity this evening to appreciate the issues of 
respecting local food in the perspective of an ever transitioning Falmouth. 
My name is Sanjay Kumar and I am here to talk about the joys of appreciating Slow food 
and Locally produced food and drink, in the perspective of ever spreading net of 
consumerism, mass production and bastardisation of our eating and drinking habits.  
Which is triggering destabilization of our social structure and filling up the coffers of 
super market chains. 
 
I work as the Head Chef of Greenbank hotel and within my capacity get to choose from a 
plethora of produce, pertaining to both catering to my customers and to keeping a healthy 
diet for myself. Walking past a local supermarket I am tempted to buy a crate of mass 
produced emotionless Belgian lager for a fiver<that might tempt me to beat up my Mrs 
later on>or, marvel a full bodied hand crafted voluptuous bottle of Betty stogs that has 
just made a bigger fan base all over the country, by winning the champion best bitter of 
Great Britain award. Could I perhaps roast my Butternut squash with Cornish 
Camembert, knowing it was plucked only a few miles down the stream in Flushing or 
should I pick one up for the plastic lifeless shelves of the local supermarket that perhaps 
comes from a field as big as Great Britain itself?  
Food ,as well as our eating habits, has evolved manifold over the years. In this day and 
age of cut throat competition and economic downturn, healthy eating is slowly becoming 
a subject of primary importance to the society. There is no commodity that has been 
spared the spite of oil shortage and ever increasing neo asian consumerism. The question 
that now arises is ,”WE ALL KNOW THE PROBLEMS,WHATS THE SOLUTION?” 
The solution my dear friends is EATING AND DRINKING LOCALLY WHILE 
THINKING GLOBALLY. 
Focus should now be transferred onto the younger generation in getting the basics  right. 
Busy as we are,It is quiet often possible to neglect the eating habits of youngsters ,thus 
forcing them to the path of consuming unwanted saturated fatty acids and leading a 
physically unfit life.It is the onus of each one of us to reconstruct the values of family 
dining ,eating wholesome meals prepared out of fresh local produce washed down by 
locally produced beverages ,thus producing a  sense of pride and belongingness to the 
environs we are growing up in. 
Care should also be taken in spreading the knowledge of the good energy providing food 
and drinks, and slowly wiping off the habits of consuming empty Calories. A quick swig 
of an energy drink, or multiple shots of double expresso or a luxurious bite into a popular 
chocolate bar can be an instant sugar/energy source, but can, in the downside create crests 
and troughs of high and low energy cycles. Better alternatives are to supplement 
nuts<which contain essential oils>for Crisps, High fiber content cereal bars and fruit 



juices and smoothies which not only quench our thirst but also provide essential vitamins 
to the body. 
                           Although originating in ITALY Slow food movement has its stamp in 
every continent, and promotes the unique blend of gastronomy and ecology. Be it the 
green revolution in America, or the Chipko Andolan in India, or the recent efforts by 
PRINCE Charles in Saving Indonesian rain forests ,the message boils down to enjoying 
great food and drinks responsibly, leaving a legacy that can be enjoyed by generations to 
come. 
History is a great reflector of human efforts that have reaped fantastic results by 
energizing local communities. The green revolution in Punjab in India, or the planting of 
vineyards in North Carolina, or the Fair-trade movement in Ecuador, the end result is 
singular and it is<For the overall benefit of the Grass root producer>
Which can be achieved by eating seasonal food, shopping in local farmers markets, farm 
shops, fish mongers ,butchers and choosing quality of living over convenience. Roasting 
off larger joints of meats and using them for multiple dishes, supplementing more boiled 
and steamed vegetables into the diet and eating locally caught oily fish can lead us 
towards longevity and help us save on ever increasing energy bills.  
There is a unique unsymbiotic relationship between peak oil, climate change and food 
production and consumption. While peak oil signifies, we are at the verge or almost 
running out of half the reserve of earths “easy oil”supply,thus making oil production ever 
more expensive and unpredictable an affair. It as well as increasing our dependence upon 
other fossil fuels which not only are less energy efficient but also produce far more 
harmful by products that in turn deplete the ozone layer and trigger irreparable damage to 
our delicate ecosystems. 
Thus both climate change and peak oil mean we have to commit ourselves to a 
minimalistic programme of relocalisation and energy descent. Would you rather prefer to 
buy potatoes in season from the farmers market, or wait for them to be transported from 
one corner of the country to a cold storage in another part, and then get redistributed on  
to your local super market shelves in six months time. 
                              Let us in unison pledge our time and energy in making Falmouth an 
eco friendly Cornish town that invests in its children’s futures by promoting local and 
seasonal healthy eating. To celebrate the unique cause of conserving our future and 
heralding new beginnings I am dedicating a recipe specially rustled up for transition 
Falmouth members and earnestly believe that little steps like these will work towards 
creating a self sustaining Falmouth of tomorrow. 
Thank you. 


